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If you are pissed of with your stressful routine of life and doing plan for an overseas vacations and
also having concerned about the budget as well, then look no further than Malaysia an exotic
holidaying destination of Southeast Asia magnets scores of tourists from across the world all the
year round. It has a wide range of diverse attractions that include each and every thing that one
looks on their vacations.

From amazing attractions to beautiful sightseeing spots, rich culture and heritage, exciting cities, big
shopping malls and departmental stores, exotic restaurants where one can enjoy local as well
specialty of oneâ€™s choice, pubs and disco, night outstanding and many alike, hence there is no
dearth of attractions and enjoyment in Malaysia any more. It is one such country which resounds
with parties and events all the year round. apart from there are many other things which give
Malaysia tourism an international recognition such as its warm and hospitable people and excellent
hotels gives 24 hours facilities to the visitors and give them unforgettable holidaying experience. If
you wish to experience a great diversity of Asian cultures in a single destination, then it is the
perfect place to get in.

A finest place of backpackers, honeymooners and holiday seekers, Malaysia is the heaven for all.
Grab yourself one of many Malaysia tourist map and get ready to follow its top sought attractions.
Here we are presenting the top sought attractions of Malaysia to you.

Twin Tower

Located in the heart of Kuala Lumpur, the Petronas Twin Towers are acclaimed to be the tallest
buildings of the world draws the attention of many from across the world all the year round. These
magnificent buildings were constructed during 1992-1998 though were officially opened in the year
1999. Petronas were assumed to be worldâ€™s tallest structure from 1998 to 2004. There is a 192 ft
long (58.4m) double-decker Sky Bridge linking the Petronas Twin Tower at the 41st and 42nd floor
gives an opportunity to the visitors to experience the breathtaking views from the top.

Georgetown Historic City

Dotted with modern high rise buildings, cathedrals, mosques, temples, bustling markets, cafes and
many more, Georgetown is the most visited touristâ€™s destination depicts the perfect blend of eastern
and western culture. A myriad of delights, Georgetown is very compact-the older part of the city is
labyrinth of narrow lanes and alleyways makes it pleasure to walk and sight-see. Indeed walking is
highly recommended if you really wish to explore and understand this amazing place.

Redang Island

White sandy beaches, crystal clear blue sea and amazing underwater world make Redang a
famous place among beach lover and adventure enthusiast.  Redang Archipelago comprises 9
islands (Lima Island, Paku Besar Island, Paku Kecil Island, Kerengga and many more.

Sky Bridge

One of the major attractions among Malaysia Travel Places, Sky Bridge is also the most visited
destination by vacationers. build on an island in the Langkawi archipelago in Malaysia, the Sky
Bridge Rises 700 meters above sea level and spans over 125 meters in length and 1,8 meters in
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width to offers a visitors a spectacular views that they have never experienced before in their life.
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Prashantkumar - About Author:
Malaysia Tourism provides all types of Tours for Malaysia, Like a Malaysia Travel Places and a
Malaysia beach tour. For more information Visit to a http://www.malaysiatourism.org.in
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